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Abstract
Patient monitoring equipment is evolving from smaller, less complex, installation systems towards large, complex, systems that require much resources. This led to the development of a
new installation procedure involving a so called Delivery Center (DC). Introducing the DC installation procedure affects all stakeholders, and this thesis aimed to assess how the DC installation
procedure was perceived by those involved in it. It also investigated if there existed groupings
among the participants who share points of views, and whether or not the DC should be kept.
The study used Q-Methodology in order to retrieve opinions among employees at Philips who
were involved in the installation of Philips patient monitoring equipment at New Karolinska
Solna Phase 4.
This study has shown that all involved persons to the DC installation procedure are positive
to it. Although significant differences has been shown within the studied group, a positive attitude towards the concept of the DC has been found. The specific areas of quality management,
environmental aspects, the work environment and the efficiency and utilizations of resources have
been addressed. This study has also shown that within the participants of this study there exists
three distinct groupings based on their opinions. The groups focuses respectively on processes,
project planning and on the work environment. These groupings are shown to all have their
own characteristics. Understanding them and taking them into consideration can likely make all
participants more positive towards a future DC, and could also potentially make it even more
efficient. The results shows that from the perspective of the involved stakeholders, a future DC
should be kept, and it has also shown a number of areas where there is room for improvement.

Keywords: Patient monitoring systems, Medical devices, Installation, Change Management,
Q-Methodology, Health Care Logistics
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Sammanfattning
Patientmonitoreringsutrustning håller på att utvecklas från mindre, låg-komplexa installationssystem mot större, komplexare, system som kräver mycket resurser. Detta har lett till utvecklingen av ett nytt installationsförfarande som involverar ett så kallat leveranscenter. Introduktionen
av en leveranscenter-baserat installationsförfarande påverkar alla inblandade, och detta examensarbete ämnade att utvärdera hur det leveranscenter-baserade installationsförfarandet uppfattades av de involverade. Det undersökte också om det existerade grupper bland deltagarna
som delar åsikter, och undersökte huruvida leveranscentret borde behållas. Arbetet använde
Q-Methodology för att samla in åsikter bland alla de anstälda på Philips som var involverade i
installationen av Philips patientmonitoreringsutrustning vid Nya Karolinska Solnas fas 4.
Denna studie har visat att alla involverade personer i det leveranscenter-baserade installationsförfarande är positivt inställda till det. Även om signifikanta skillnader bland de studerade
grupperna har uppfattats, har en positiv attityd gentemot konceptet med leveranscentret hittats.
De specifika områdena kvalitetshantering, miljöpåverkan, arbetsmiljö och effektivitet och uttnytjande av resurser har adresserats. Denna studie har också visat att det bland studiedeltagarna
finns tre distinkta grupper baserat på åsikter. Grupperna fokuserar på processer, projektplanering och arbetsmiljö. Grupparna har uppvisat egna karaktärsdrag. Förståelse för grupperna och
att beakta dem kan troligen göra alla deltagarna än mer positiva gentemot ett framtida leveranscenter, och även göra det effektivare. Resultaten visar att utifrån deltagarnas perspektiv att
ett framtida leveranscenter bör behållas, och det visar även att det finns ett antal områden där
det finns utvecklingspotential.
Keywords: Patientövervakning, Patientövervakningssystem, Förändringsarbete, Installation,
Q-Methodology, Sjukvårdslogistik
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The following chapter includes a background to this thesis, along with the research questions
and demarcations. After this, a chapter including a theoretical background and context to the
project follows. Thereafter the methodology is presented. The results are presented in their own
chapter. Following the results chapter there will be a discussion regarding the methodology, the
findings and a future outlook. Finally there are some concluding words.

1.1

Background

During the fall of 2015 it was announced that Philips Healthcare won the procurement to deliver all Patient Monitoring Equipment (PME) at New Karolinska Solna (NKS) in Stockholm,
Sweden [1]. NKS is a highly specialized hospital aimed for the most critical patients not only in
the Stockholm area, but also for the rest of Sweden. The hospital is divided into several themes.
The first two buildings of NKS have the themes Pediatrics and Cardiac Care, and it opened in
November 2016 [2]. The opening of the first two buildings were called Phase 4. The following
openings of new buildings are consequently called Phase 5 etc. Phase 5 is planned to be installed
in Q1-Q2 2017. The procurement process came along with options for Karolinska University
Hospital in Huddinge to use the same procurement in order to purchase the same systems in
upcoming new construction.
As a part of the NKS project there were new requirements set on the suppliers of equipment
to the new hospital. This included limited time on-site at the hospital during installation, as
well as reduced possibilities to manage waste at the installation site, to mention a few. These requirements led to the development of a modified project management and installation procedure
of PME, compared to previous - ’ordinary’ - installations done in the past. The new installation
procedure is called the Delivery Center (DC), and will maintain for all phases of the NKS project.
DC is further described in the background section of this report, see Section 2.2.3.
The following analogy illustrates conceptually what the DC installation procedure addresses:
A car manufacturer does not send individual parts to a customer along with a mechanic to assemble the car at the customers garage driveway. Rather, they do it at a suitable location intended
for car assembly. When the processing and assembly is done, the finished car is delivered to the
customer in a suitable manner.
The introduction of a new way to install this equipment raised questions whether or not it
should be further applied in the future, how the change was experienced by those involved in
1
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the project, and what aspects should be developed further. Discussions in the industry have
implied that the changes could possibly increase the quality management, be more environmentally friendly, whilst also providing an improved worker environment for staff involved in the
installation. The division of tasks could possibly also affect the time and resources needed to
perform a project, and thereby be a benefit for everyone involved, including both providers and
health care customers. Currently PME is installed on-site - but there is a need to assess whether
future installations should be done more like the car analogy described above.

1.2

Objectives

The objective of this thesis was to assess the so called DC procedure developed by Philips
Healthcare, by comparing it to ordinary installation procedures. The thesis aimed to investigate
how different stakeholders related to the DC installation of PME at the NKS project Phase
4 perceived the new procedure. The assessment aimed to find subjective opinions regarding
the DC procedure. It also aimed to identify potential groups of people who shared similar
opinions of the subject matter, in order to understand different perspectives among the involved
persons. The expected outcome was a report that could be used to improve the installation
procedure for Patient Care and Monitoring Solutions (PCMS) at Philips. Moreover it could also
contribute and be used for other installations of medical equipment surrounded by similar issues
and requirements found in the medical equipment industry.
Below follows research questions for this project:
• In terms of quality management, environmental aspects, the worker environment, and the
efficiency and utilization of resources - how is the DC installation procedure perceived by
involved persons, in comparison to ordinary installation procedures?
• Are there groups of people working with PME involved in the DC who have similar opinions
regarding the DC procedure? If so, how can these groups be described, and used when
developing the installation procedure further?
• Based on the results, could the DC installation procedure be recommended for future
projects? If yes, what aspects influence whether or not to incorporate it?

1.3

Demarcations

The project only considered the installation of Philips PME installation at the NKS project
Phase 4. No analysis or comparison of actual economical outcome of Philips PME DC project
has been performed. The economical aspects are already handled by the commercial providers
and the budget-steered buyers. By instead concentrating on the softer values, focus is put on not
yet investigated perspectives. However, the derived results could lead to changed roles between
manufacturers and buyer, and thereby entail new economic conditions. More reasoning around
economical aspects is however included in the discussion section of the report.

2
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2.1

Patient monitoring systems

Patient monitoring, and patient monitoring systems aim at their core to collect and analyze vital
parameters from patients. Monitor, as defined by Merriam-Webster, is in this context meant to
be "a device for observing a biological condition or function" [3]. Gardner and Shabot on the
other hand defines the concept of patient monitoring "as repeated or continuous observations or
measurements of the patient, his or her physiological function, and the function of life support
equipment, . . . " [4]. The act of monitoring (process of monitoring) is facilitated with the use of
a patient monitor (a single unit, or a combination of multiple devices). A patient monitoring
system is a platform integrating a number of component depending on the needs of the user(s) of
the system. A patient monitoring system typically includes a number of modules. Each module
consists of a single, or multiple, sensor(s) which detects a specific vital parameter of a patient.
The module can be either fixed when the product is bought, or could also be interchangable [5].
Vital parameters include, but are not limited to, Heart rate, Respiratory Rate, Invasive Blood
pressure and Non-invasive blood pressure. Included in vital parameters is also Blood oxygenation
level (SpO2 ) as well as body temperature (continuous or time-discrete so called "spot check").
Additionally, different physiological gases and their levels can be included in the vital parameter
area. Patient monitors typically measure continuously and have functionality to detect abnormalities and symptoms of the patient. Symptoms are typically detected through a change of one
or a combination of multiple vital parameters. When an abnormality is detected by the system,
it will classify the severity of the abnormality and thereafter trigger an alarm in order to alert
health care professionals of the event that occurred [6, 7].
Traditionally, patient monitoring has primarily been reserved for patients who are in need of
critical or intensive care, and for those who are in need of cardiac diagnosis [8, 9]. However, patient monitors are becoming more popular for patients who are not in an as critical state as they
had to be before [10]. This is thanks to the introduction of Early Warning Score-technologies
and the gained knowledge that there is big benefits in terms of early prevention and identification of upcoming critical states of less acute patients when utilizing PME [10]. Further, Drew
et al. (2004) state that arrhythmia monitoring of both children and adults improves survival
and patient outcome, and that "The goals of Electrocardiography (ECG) monitoring in hospital
settings have expanded from simple heart rate and basic rhythm determination to the diagnosis
of complex arrhythmias, myocardial ischemia, and prolonged QT interval" [11].

3
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The patient monitoring market consists of providers of bedside patient monitors and accompanying products as described in Section 2.1.1 onward. When it comes to the patient monitoring
market it seems to be hard to find any credible sources who openly share providers market share
in specific countries or other georgraphic areas. However, an estimate has been performed for the
Swedish patient monitoring market by Business Line Manager in Patient Monitoring at Philips
- Ulf Kindefält [12]. The approximation is based on his observations on a ward-to-ward basis for
most hospitals in Sweden. The completeness of the hospital coverage is uncertain, but is stated
to includes all major hospitals throughout Sweden. Smaller private clinics and veterinary clinics
are not included. An stated uncertainty in the data lies in the variable of how big a ward is, and
thereby how much equipment they have. For the data shown in Table 2.1 basic (e.g. consumergrade ECG and similar) monitoring equipment is not included, whilst all more advanced PME
is.
Provider
Philips
GE Healthcare
Dräger
Mindray
Ortivus
Unknown

Market share
64%
15%
12%
5%
3%
2%

Table 2.1: Approximation of patient monitoring market share in Sweden after Kindefält [12].
It should also be noted that the estimations shown in Table 2.1 do include Phase 4 of NKS.
Apart from the companies tabulated in Table 2.1 another company on the Swedish market should
be noted, namely Infiniti. Infiniti is a reseller of Mindray equipment, as this might not be obvious
from neither the procurement report for the NKS Project [13] or the data shown in Table 2.1.

2.1.1

Patient monitors

A patient monitoring system typically consists of many different products. At the core of it, there
is usually a bedside monitor. The bedside monitor is the primary unit that collects the vital
parameters and thereby also is connected to the patient [5]. In the case of Philips Healthcare’s
PME the base unit typically is a small bedside monitor - "Philips IntelliVue X2" (short: X2), see
the middle picture in Figure 2.1. The X2 is connected to the patient with ECG-electrodes, blood
pressure-cuffs, SpO2 -sensors and thermometers. The X2 is then typically connected together
with another bedside monitor, which provides more processing power of the acquired signals,
and also larger displays for viewing the data. Examples of such devices can be seen in Figure 2.1
on the left and right side. The connection between a X2 and the larger bedside monitor is done
with a proprietary Philips-cable and connector. Other brands have their own solutions for interdevice connectivity [5]. Due to the nature of patient-monitors, they are classified as medical
devices, and thereby bound to follows laws and regulations relating to such devices [14].

2.1.2

Centralized patient monitoring

Centralized patient monitoring is when multiple patient connected monitors are connected either
with wireless communication protocols (e.g. Wi-fi) or wired (e.g. by LAN). The central receives
real-time data and shows all data in a single place. This enables for example nurses to be by a
central and monitor multiple patients simultaneously. If an alarm is sounding the alarm can be
acknowledged either at the central or by the patients bedside monitor. Severe alarms are usually
4
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Figure 2.1: Some different bedside patient monitors

required to be acknowledged or silenced by the bedside monitor, thereby ensuring the check of
the patients status.
When it comes to functionality, the centrals provide additional capabilities not available on
the bedside monitors alone. For example the central has possibilities to review and analyze a
multitude of different alarms and arrhythmias. It is also possible to go back in time to review
full-disclosure (500 Hz) real-time waves from a patient, to see the exact behavior. Central
stations also provide a possibility for an overview of an entire ward, or only a single patient.
Additionally the central provides possibilities to export clinical data to external sources through
e.g Health Level 7 (HL7) [15]. HL7 is a set of international standards for transfer of clinical
and administrative data between software applications used by various healthcare providers [16].
Other interoperability and connectivity functions are also provided by the centrals. Often the
central stations consists of ordinary computer hardware with adapted software making them
medical devices. They might therefore look like just a normal computer, but are surrounded by
the rules and regulations of medical devices. An example of a central station (Philips IntelliVue
Infomation Center iX (PIICiX)) can be seen on the left side of Figure 2.2. On the left screen a
wave review can be seen, whilst the right screen shows multiple patients being monitored.

Figure 2.2: A Philips IntelliVue Infomation Center iX (PIICiX) central station on the left. To
the right is a telemetry device.
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2.1.3

Theory

Telemetry

Patient monitoring systems can also be combined with telemetry devices. Telemetry is "the
process of using special equipment to take measurements of something (such as pressure, speed,
or temperature) and send them by radio to another place" [17]. Putting this to a context,
telemetry is essentially patient monitoring from a small mobile device, rather than a bedside
monitor [8]. Telemetry has grown recently as the technology has advanced making wireless
technologies more mature and reliable. There has also been an increase in patient mobility
whilst still maintaining the monitoring functionality. As it can be understood by the definition
above, telemetry is often a part of a larger, centralized, patient monitoring system, with the
difference being that the monitors are mobile and transmits their data to a central where the
patients are monitored. A telemetry device can be seen in Figure 2.2 to the right.

2.2
2.2.1

Installation in Sweden
Process overview

The installation of PME is just one (although it can be quite extensive) process of an entire
project that spans from Pre-Sales support to Project Closure [18]. In between this there are
multiple steps which are not directly associated with the installation, although since they are a
part of the entire process - will influence and affect the installation part of it. Figure 2.3 gives
an overview of the entire process and what steps are included in it. Steps 1-4, and 8-11 from
Figure 2.3 does not directly influence to the installation of the products, but shown here in order
to provide a context where in the project management chain it fits in. The main structure used
at Philips for project management within all medical systems are based on, and influenced by
the guidelines and practices taught by the Project Management Institute [19,20]. Steps 5-7 from
the aforementioned figure is tighter related to the installation, and will therefore be covered more
in-depth in the following sections. Particularly step 7, "Installation" will be covered.

Figure 2.3: A summary of the project management process. Illustration by author after [26].
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2.2.2

Installation in Sweden

Ordinary installation

Figure 2.4 shows an overview of steps included in the ordinary installation procedure. The
different steps are further explained step-by-step in Table 2.2. After the high-level description of
the ordinary installation procedure, certain areas of the installation procedure is covered more
in-depth. First there is a section about the distribution of the products, i.e. the products
being manufactured and then shipped to the customer. Following this there is a section about
the preparations needed in beforehand at the customer-site within IT and other infrastructure.
Thereafter there is a section regarding the configuration of the patient monitors. Further, the
section after is about the actual installation and initiation of the patient monitors, followed
finally by a section that covers some common deviations from a new installation procedure.
Nr.
1

Process
Planning
FSE

Activities
Request
FSE/ASP/FFI

2

Planning
FSE

Plan FSE/ASP/FFI

3

Delivery

4

Installation

5

Tests

6

Install
records

Escalation in case site not
ready or delivery damaged/incomplete
Install Equipment according to SMI:
4a: Equipment installed
by Philips FSE or
4b: Equipment installed
by ASP/FFI
4C: Installation completed according Specifications, checked by
Philips FSE?
4d: Finalization installation by Philips FSE
Execute
performance
tests according to appropriate PA template &
additional BIU requirement if applicable. If no
template is available use
checklist available in SMI
(e.g. IATD)
Have all tests been successfully passed (y/n)? If
not, back to 4 or escalation process YI063

for

Responsible
CCC/PM
(in
case of FFI or
ASP)
CS
Planner/PM/SDM
(in case of FFI or
ASP)
PM/FSE

Records
Project Owner

FSE/ASP/FFI

Test & Inspection data

FSE/ASP/FFI

Test & Inspection data generated

FSE/ASP/FFI

Test & Inspection data verified

Service Work
Order/ Project
Owner
PM

Table continues on next page
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Nr.
7

Process
Install
records

Responsible
FSE/ASP/FFI

Records
Test & Inspection data documented

FSE/ASP/FFI

Paper Test &
Inspection data
recorded and
signed

PM

-

Customer
Acceptance

Activities
Test & Inspection data
are documented via using the appropriate PA
template or SMI checklist (e.g. IATD). If paper records are created,
record is scanned and uploaded via PA or back office process.
Paper test & inspections
records are completed respecting GDP guidelines
and signed, dated by engineer.
Application training not
needed, System handover
to customer, then follow
step 10
Customer
acceptance
Form signed

8

Install
records

9

Application
Training

10

PM

11

Application
Training

Deliver Application training

Application Specialist

12

Application
Training

Application Specialist

13

Project
Records

Create records application training according to
YI076
Customer
acceptance
form signed & application training records
added in the project file

14

Project
Records

PM

15

Project closure

Installation and Application Records Reviewed
for Availability
Close SWO & project

Customer
Acceptance
Form
Application
training form
signed
Application
training form
signed
Application
training
&
customer
acceptance form
signed
All records

PM

CCC/PM

Service
Order

Table 2.2: All process steps described as shown in Figure 2.4 [26].
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Figure 2.4: A summary of the ordinary installation process [26].
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Distribution: Manufacturing and shipping
After a system is ordered, the order is placed and sent to the factory. This part of the Sales Handover is covered in Figure 2.3. Different products are typically manufactured in different places.
For Philips PME the two main sites are Andover, USA and Böblingen in Germany. When the
equipment is at the factory, it is shipped directly to the customer site - typically a hospital. It
is usually aimed for all the products to have reached the customer site at least one week before
the actual installation should start. Large devices (such as centrals or bedside monitors) come in
their own boxes, whilst small items (telemetry devices) are packed together. The Lead Installer
(LI) is responsible of notifying the Project Manager of any damages or missing equipment within
two days of delivery [21]. Of course, a project can range in size from very small (i.e. a few
bedside monitors only) to very large - including the full installation of an entirely new hospital such as is the case with NKS for example. This in turn will have its implication on the shipping
of the products, as well as needed accessories. In general however, it is sought for to have as
much as possible shipped and in place before installation starts.
The distribution of products is not to be under estimated. As mentioned before, project sizes
vary significantly. A large project will include hundreds, if not thousands of different units. This
leads to the need of thorough logistics in terms of inventory, assurance that all equipment is sent,
sorting etc. For large projects it is not uncommon to have tens of full size pallets of equipment.
This requires much planning and coordination together with the customers. Anecdotes and experiences shared by multiple Philips FSEs to the author testifies the challenges of this, and that
many hospitals are not well prepared for this, especially not for longer periods of time often seen
in large projects [22].

IT and infrastructure preparations
In general, again depending on the project size, there will be a need for IT and infrastructure
preparations of the site. For larger projects there will be a need to prepare the IT infrastructure. If the customer wants the patient monitoring system to be hosted on their own network
for example, there will be a need to prepare for this. This includes for example portmapping
of switches and proper sub-netting of the network. On the other hand, the customer might
choose that the network should be supplied by Philips, in which case the full responsibility will
be taken by Philips. There are documentation and procedures to ensure site readiness [23]. The
World Health Organization (WHO) also state in their general best-practises and guidelines when
it comes to site preparation of medical equipment that infrastructure should be ensured to be
prepared before installing [24, 25]. They also provide template checklists that facilitates the site
readiness checks, regardless of the provider of PME.
In terms of infrastructure, site preparation is usually needed. If it is a new construction,
or a renovation of the customer site certain details needs to be prepared and installed during
this time. It is typically the responsibility of the Project Manager to ensure that the requested
adaptions and preparations are done [26]. Network outlets and power outlets would be included
in this. It might also be necessary to prepare mounting solutions that are to be attached to walls
or ceilings, according to customer needs.
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Configurations
Well ahead of the actual installation the customer will meet with a Clinical Application Specialist (CAS) to prepare the configurations of the PME. A configuration is the specific settings
a bedside monitor will show on its screen, and other settings such as alarm limits. CASs typically have a clinical background, such as nursing and also have good knowledge of the PME.
In collaboration with the customers they design how the patient monitors screens actually will
look like. Depending on department, clinic, history, geographical area etc. there are differences
in what data is requested to be shown on the monitors screens, and with what color, placement
parameters should etc. All these settings are agreed upon and then later, during installation,
downloaded into the monitors by the installing FSE. The configuration process is the same no
matter project size and installation type.
Installation and initiation of equipment
There is a formal project management and installation procedure guide internally at Philips [26].
Guidelines and recommendations are also available by WHO [5, 24, 25]. The installation procedure is shown graphically in Figure 2.4 along with a tabulated list with explanations of the
steps in Table 2.2. After all IT and infrastructure preparations are done the FSE will install the
equipment and ensure full functionality. First of all the FSE has to localize where the equipment to be installed is - usually by the biomedical engineering department of the hospital [26].
All equipment should be installed according to their corresponding System Manual Installation
(SMI). Step 4 in Table 2.2 refers to different installation performers. At Philips in Sweden within
PCMS this is only done by own FSEs, i.e. corresponding to path 4a. [26].
The first step is that the equipment needs to be unpacked from all its packaging material,
and later all packaging material needs to be taken care of according to local hospital regulations
and policies [27]. Depending on the size of the project this can be a substantial part of the total
installation time [22, 26].
Next up is the configuration of the different units. In general, at a bare minimum a configuration file (as provided by the CAS during the configuration meeting described under "Configuration" on page 11 above) needs to be downloaded onto the monitors. In most cases other
details, such as network preferences and possible accessories needs to be set up and verified as
well. If centrals are a part of the project, these need to be setup, configured and ensured that
they connect properly with the assigned monitors. There might also also be additional units
that needs configuration, e.g. switches, Access Point Controllers and other third party units [26].
Since the projects typically includes many different products that all have different installation
and initiation routines it is unfeasible to summarize the exact steps needed to perform in this
report. The configuration and additional tasks described above all fall in under step 4 of Table 2.2. Within this step there is a difference on how things are done, and set up comparing to
the DC installation method, as will be described further in Section 2.2.3. Further, as seen in
step in Table 2.2 appropriate testing should be conducted if necessary according to SMI or BIU
requirements. Requirements might also alter depending on customer requirements as well. An
example of this is shared by a FSE [22] regarding the NKS Project, where electrical safety tests
where required to be performed on-site, whilst all other tests and validations were allowed to be
performed off-site in advance at the DC.
All installations also need to be documented, as seen in steps 7-8 in Table 2.2. This is done
following a standardized template provided by SMI and/or BIU and uploaded to a common
11
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internal platform where it later on will be available for all employees working within PCMS.
These documents are also provided to the customer and regulatory authorities when needed (e.g.
audits). All configuration files, archive files, a system overview and reports are also uploaded to
a common platform, accessible when needed [28]. An inventory of all delivered equipment is also
done, into a Installed Base-system. Since it is medical equipment, there will be a need to have
good knowledge of where all equipment is. This is needed due to safety regulations and laws, e.g
the Medical Device Directive (MDD/LVFS 2003:11) [14].
Other possibilities and differences from the standard case
Not all installations are new installations of equipment at newly built hospitals. Rather, it is
quite uncommon, especially in a country like Sweden where there is PME at essentially every
hospital already. Other possible project type are [26]:
• Upgrade
• Replacement
• Hub or site installation
Upgrades are projects where the customer already has some equipment, but want to add
units to the system. These systems typically implies preventive maintenance along with software
upgrades, to harmonize functionality throughout the system. The significance in upgrades is
that older equipment is kept whilst new equipment is introduced as well. Replacement on the
other hand is when old equipment, by some reason, is not kept. Reasons for this vary, but can
e.g. be the end of life cycle of the current product line. Hub or site installation are typically
seen in larger project where multiple hospitals in a region might be involved. In this case there
can be system (and installation) related aspects that makes it more beneficial to have some of
the equipment consolidated in a hub. Further, some projects can be seen as hybrids between
the mentioned alternations of installation types. The fact that these different types exist is of
interest, and should be considered when assessing the DC methodology. For example, what
aspects involved with the DC approach would affect the other types of installations, and could
there be different best solutions depending on the project style?

2.2.3

Delivery Center installation

Based on the project description "Philips Project chapter, PCMS Delivery Center, Sweden" [29]
the plan for the DC type of installation will be explained and covered below. The differences
and changes compared to ordinary installation will also be highlighted.
The initiative behind PCMS DC was drafted and designed during the procurement period as
an part of the project delivery solution. The new delivery solution was planned to facilitate large
volumes of equipment to be installed during a limited period of time and resources. If this would
not have been done the FSE resources would not have been enough and there would have been
negative impact on other operations in the rest of Sweden. Furthermore, the Swedish PCMS has
had very positive business development during the past five years with high customer demand
on Philips products. There has also been a clear trend among customers to integrate more into
current IT infrastructure (both wireless and wired). Moreover, the technological changes within
PIICiX has challenged the traditional way of managing projects and enabled possible new ways
to organize the installation of patient monitoring systems more efficiently. Additionally, there is
12
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a trend shift where installations are going from small "box sales" on a ward level towards regionwide approaches in order to facilitate continuous monitoring during the entire patient flow at the
hospital. Aspects that have been in mind when designing the DC includes quality management,
environmental aspects and time and utilization of material and resources [29].
The model

Figure 2.5: The Delivery Center installation procedure according to original plan. Picture after
Roxentjärn [29].
The overall process can be seen in Figure 2.5. The main difference here is seen in the right
part of the figure, which indicates that those activities are done outside of the hospitals as they
would typically have been done in ordinary installation, and instead have another facility where
all these activities are done. A requirement and necessity in the case of the NKS project was
waste management, which is included in the "Unpacking" part of the figure. Additionally, this
method necessitates transportation logistics between the DC and the hospital. The delivery
from factory is not directly affected, as the DC holds necessary functions to receive all deliveries.
The idea further is to have a standardized, efficient work flow within the facility where everyone
working at the site knows where everything goes, what the different stations do etc. Moreover,
not seen in the figure is connection to the Internet. Given the technical development, as covered
earlier in the report - more and more could and will be done remotely. In the case of larger
systems where for example virtual servers are hosting the system in the background, there is
nothing strictly technically seen that should hinder much of the system initiation to be done
remotely from the DC, however there might be other obstacles that prevent that from being
possible to execute.
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This chapter will cover the used methodology. Literature study and field observation were the
first step in determining the scope of the research. It was followed by Q-Methodology including
developing a set of statements, interview main stakeholders and analyzing the data. The different
steps will be covered more thoroughly below, but a high-level overview can abe seen in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The high-level steps included in the methodology

3.1

State of the Art and Field observations

A State of Art report was produced following an extensive study of miscellaneous sources in order
to give a background and context to the subject matter. The state of the art report included
information from books relating to the subject, published articles, global organizations (such as
WHO) and other credible on-line sources.
Additionally many Philips internal documents describing different processes and procedures
relevant to the project was collected from a document platform containing all documents within
the PCMS field. These documents included project management guidelines, tasks and responsibilities of a variety of stakeholders, e.g. checklists regarding site readiness. All available relevant
documents were briefly skimmed through to assess relevance. Documents found to be directly
within the scope of this thesis were then studied more thoroughly. In the cases of references to
other documents, the referred documents were also investigated when possible.
During the early phase of the project field studies and observations were done in parallel.
The observations were done at the DC which at the time was located in Solna. There the work
flow of the DC could be observed. Observations of ordinary installation work was conducted in
Örnsköldsvik Hospital, University Hospital Örebro and the Mälar hospital in Eskilstuna. The
observations provided possibilities for the author to in first hand see and experience different
projects. It also provided possibilities to see and understand the difference between the DC
installation procedure and the ordinary installation procedure. Included observations provided
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experiences of not only new installation project, but also cases of system upgrade, preventive
maintenance related work and patient safety related software upgrades. These observations
have not been documented extensively, but has rather facilitated the understanding of how the
procedures are conducted in reality. Furthermore, it has provided an opportunity to hear FSEs
views, experiences and anecdotes from different projects relating to the installation procedure(s).

3.2

Q-Methodology

Q-Methodology is a systematic way to study human subjectivity within a topic. The following
brief description of the Q-Methodology process that follows is based on the original author
Brown [30] as well as later clarification and overview done by van Exel and De Graaf [31]: Initially
the researcher starts conducting a literature review focusing on the topic being studies, in this
case done as described above. After this, within the Q-Methodology process, the concourse, i.e. a
collection of statements, is gathered. The concourse is supposed to represent the entire spectrum
of opinions and thoughts within the topic. From the concourse a Q-set is selected which is a
sub-set of the concourse still representing the entire spectrum of opinions, although it should be
small enough to be manageable for a interviewee to sort. The Q-set is then distributed to the
interviewees (participants). The chosen participants are called the P-set. The participants then
have to rank order the statements in a forced quasi-normal distribution. The ranking goes from
strongest disagree to agree. The rank ordering is called the Q-sort. Before the Q-Sort a pre-sort
can be conducted in order to facilitate the actual Q-sort later on. The resulting data collected
in the Q-sort is then analyzed according to the Q-Methodology specification. This is typically
done using a statistical analysis program [32]. For this thesis report a more thorough description
of the different steps follows below.

3.2.1

Concourse, Q-set and P-set

The concourse was developed throughout the early stages of this project. It included the document review of Philips internal documents. Qualitative studies, meetings, observations and
discussions were performed and participated in. All these tasks facilitated the development of
the concourse. Further, discussions were held with PCMS managers in order to ensure that a full
width of perceptions on opinions were gathered and identified. The discussions were performed
with the PM of the NKS Project, along with the SDM. Furthermore discussions were held with
FSEs who worked at the DC. Thereby all Philips employees working with the DC were involved
in the developement of the concourse. Additionally, supervisors from the academics were involved in order to secure validity.
Following the concourse development was the sampling of the concourse to reduce the number
of statements into the final Q-set. The final 29 statements to be included in the Q-set can be
seen in Table 3 in Appendix A. Some main topics and areas were of interest, and therefore it
was ensured that those topic would be included in the Q-set. Some of the areas/topics were:
• Efficiency and time management
• Quality management and regulatory matters
• Work environment
• Environmental aspects
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The P-set represents the participants chosen to participate in the Q-sort. These were chosen
to be all employees working at the DC for the NKS Project Phase 4 for a minimum of one week
(both on-site at the hospital and/or at the DC). For this study the P-set was 9 persons. The
participants included junior and senior FSEs, the main PM for the NKS project, as well as the
SDM of PCMS (who is the supervisor of all FSEs). All participants who were asked to participate
agreed on participating and completed the Q-sort. All participants were involved in the NKS
project in various degree. All participants also had a minimum of 6 months of experience of
ordinary project installation work as well. This was a requirement to be included, as the lack of
this experience would limit their ability to compare the installation procedures.

3.2.2

Q-platform for Q-sort

The Q-sort was completed on an online-platform called Q-platform [33]. On the platform the
entire Q-sort is set up. The platform provides a possibility to present a background to the study,
as well as to actually perform the Q-sort. The set up included the insertion of the Q-set (i.e.
the statements), as well as setting up the pile. The pile is determined by how many values on a
scale there is, as well as the value of each column, and how many statements should belong to
each column. The principal design of the pile can be seen in Table 3.1. The presort layout can
be seen in Figure 3.2, whilst the Q-sort can be seen in Figure 3.3. The statements were shown in
a randomized order, in order to minimize potential influence of(/bias caused by) the order the
statements.
Strongly disagree
−3
1

Disagree
−2
3

Neutral
−1
0
1
6
9
6

Agree
2
3

Strongly agree
3
1

Table 3.1: The structural design of the quasi-normal distributed Q-sort. The upper row indicates
its value whilst the lower states the number of statements within each ranking.
The Q-sort was performed by the participants on scheduled occasions. The pre-sort and
Q-sort was done online on the platform, whilst the interview followed right after the Q-sort. In
the pre-sort the participants were shown all the statements one by one, during which they had
to assess whether they disagreed, were neutral or agreed on the statement. An illustration of
how the pre-sort looked like for the participants can be seen in Figure 3.2. Following the pre-sort
the participants performed the Q-sort. The Q-sort page can be seen in Figure 3.3. All but one
Q-sort was done in the presence of the interviewer. That particular session was done remotely
over phone and online, where the participant got a link to the web page where the Q-Sort was
done. The whole process was supervised by the interviewer via remote desktop software.
Following the Q-sort follow-up questions were asked relating to the statements which were
most disagreed and agreed upon, for clarification. The interviewees were also given the opportunity to elaborate more on their thoughts on the difference between the delivery center installation
procedure and the ordinary. Further, the interviewees were asked about their thoughts regarding
the quality of service relating to the DC installation procedure comparing to ordinary from their
point of view.

3.2.3

Data Analysis

The data resulting from the Q-sort was analyzed with the PQ-Method 2.35 software [32]. The
software provides the possibility to identify patterns among the participants. The software
has the recorded data from the Q platform as an input. Initially the PQ-Method program
17
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot illustrating the Pre-sort, the statements appear in the black box in the
middle.

Figure 3.3: Screen shot illustrating the Q-sort. The gray boxes seen to the left is drag-anddropped to the right in order to perform the sorting. All statements can be found in Appendix
A on page A 2.

calculates a correlation matrix to view the agreement between the participants answers. Then
the program will perform a factor analysis. The factor analysis is a way to see patterns and
to group participants together who have answered similarly in certain statements. The factors
are not defined by the researcher, but rather the program calculates these groupings based on
eigenvalues of the matrices inputted from the Q-platform. A factor can be described as a common
view of an aspect. Thereafter a factor grouping is done where the participants will be assigned
("flagged") to belong to a grouping based on a calculated score (so called factor loading). The
participants score needs to be strong enough in one of the factors to be assigned to it. The
number of factors depends on the variability of the elicited Q-Sorts. In general, an eigenvalue
≥ 1 will lead to the inclusion of a factor, although in some cases factors gaining a score of less
18
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than 1 can be used as it still will show similarities of opinions within the group included [34]. In
this study three factors were included based on the calculations done by the PQMethod software.
Other amounts of factors were tested in the software but did not provide significant addition of
information, and thereby was chosen to not be included.

3.2.4

Results

The results were produced with PQ-Method 2.35. The .dat-file (data about participants, their
answers, the Q-sort values and weighing) and the .sta-file (all 29 statements) were downloaded
from the Q-platform and put in an appropriate folder wherefrom PQMethod would be run. First,
centroid factor analysis was performed as described by Brown [30]. It was followed by varimax
rotation of the factors. See Appendix A Table 2 for the unrotated factor loadings prior to the
varimax rotation. The rotation clarifies the factors relation to each other - i.e. their "angles"
towards each other. The varimax rotation aims to maximize the data sets angles towards each
other. In these steps the "flagging" is done - which is the assignment of an individual user to a
specific factor based on the algorithm described by Brown [30]. Further details on PQMethod
software and Q-Methodology analysis can be found in the PQManual written by Schmolck [35].
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This chapter includes some results derived from the Q-Methodology. First a section regarding the
participants will be shown with some of their characteristics, along with their factor loadings.
Thereafter the three groupings identified with the PQMethod analysis tool will be presented
and described. Further, examples of representative statements will be brought up, along with
explanatory comments derived from the follow-up interviews that substantiates their groupbelonging.

4.1

Factors and participants
Factor
1
2
3

1
1.0000
0.2682
0.0094

2
0.2682
1.0000
0.3257

3
0.0094
0.3257
1.0000

Table 4.1: Correlation matrix between factors
Table 4.1 shows that there are three independent factors (groups of people). These factors
all have highly independent opinions about the DC installation procedure. Table 4.1 also shows
a correlation score, where a low correlation between the factors are strived for. The correlation
between the individual participants is shown in Table 1 in Appendix A on page A 1. Overall,
it can be seen that also the correlation among the participants is low, indicating a breadth of
opinions and priorities.
Some characteristics of the participants can be found tabulated in Table 4.2. Columns 1-3 in
the table assigns the participant with a factor loading to one of the three identified factors. A
score of 1 would indicate a perfect match to that factor. A negative score indicates a disagreement
towards that factor. This can be interpreted as that the participant has a well-defined disagreeing
opinion about that factor. User3 is noticable as the participant who has the strongest loading
to any of the factors with a loading of 0.8044 to Factor 1. This indicates that User1 and User3
stand far from each other.
The FSEs have an age range spanning from 20 to 43 years, and a professional work experience
of approximately one year up to 10 years - indicating a vast variety in work experience, family
situation and thereby possible views on what is prioritized when it comes to their work envi21
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Participant
User1
User2
User3
User4
User5
User6
User7
User8
User9

Years as FSE
3
3
1
1
N/A - PM
10
1
N/A - SDM
5

Age
24
21
43
26
N/A
40
20
N/A
35

Factor
3
None
1
2
1
1
2
2
1

1
0.0914
0.2558
0.8044
0.2085
0.3908
0.5291
0.0573
0.1225
0.4022

Factor loading
2
3
0.2548
0.7420
0.0072
0.3514
0.3124
−0.4030
0.4190
0.1645
0.1357
0.1364
0.1111
0.2139
0.7790
0.2372
0.5553
−0.0565
0.0436
0.1133

Table 4.2: List presenting characteristics of the participants along with factor loading. The column "Factor" shows which Factor the participants where flagged into by the PQMethod software.

ronment, and the installation procedure(s) as such. The experience level and age for User5 and
User9 were not recorded, as it was not applicable or considered relevant. They represent the PM
and the SDM - and thereby stand farther away from the work done on the field by FSEs. User2
was not assigned a factor by PQMethod, as the factor loading was not high enough in any of the
factors. It can however be seen that User2 has the strongest loading to Factor 3, with Factor 1
being a semi-close runner-up. Due to these results, User2 was excluded from the further analysis.
Factor 3 was only assigned to one single person, which should be kept in mind when looking
at the results. Furthermore, it can be noted that User3 has a negative factor loading of -0.4030
to Factor 3, as can be seen in Table 4.2. This indicates that there is a contradicting relation
between these participants - i.e. what User1 might agree on, there is a tendency for User3 to
disagree upon. Even though User1 is the only assigned person to Factor 3, do all other participants contribute to the pattern although these might not be as stong.
In the sections below the three found factors will be given descriptive names. The names aim
to explain the factors’ characteristics and points of view. The sections will include explanatory
comments retrieved during the interview part of the Q-sort, along with the statements showing
connections between the participants. Furthermore, in Table 3 in Appendix A, all statements
used in the Q-sort are shown. The table also shows an idealized Q-sort for the factors, i.e. how
an "ideal" member of a factor would have performed the Q-sort.

4.2

Factor 1: The Process oriented

The Process oriented employees are mainly focused on the processes relating to the installations.
They also focus on how the different processes are performed and state that they want to optimize these. The Process oriented consists in general of senior employees. Thereby they possess
more experience of multiple installations than any of the other factors. They also have more
experience from the the "outside world" which they can use when looking at the installation of
PME. The group consists of the LI, the PM and the Team Lead of FSEs of the NKS project,
as well a semi-junior FSE who has been working in the IT-industry in the past before switching
over to become FSE.
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The Process oriented are aware of the entire installation process no matter wherein the process they belong. A statement valuable for The Process oriented was # 11: Transportation
logistics makes the delivery center installation procedure easier. A member of Factor stated in
the follow-up interview the following: "I think we have achieved a great transportation logistics
with the delivery center. I think we could expand it to not only the Stockholm area, but maybe
the rest of Sweden, or even the Nordics.". Both # 26: Delivery center installation makes the
installation more streamlined. and # 9 There is less time spent on traveling by having a delivery
center. were important for the factor, which focus on the time management and about making
the processes better and more efficient. This is further highlighted by one of the participants
belonging to the factor: "It really does save time on-site by preparing at the delivery center.", and
later adds to it: -"I haven’t spent much time at the delivery center - but I can see the result by
the processing made there. It is comforting to me to know that I can trust the process and that
I know that I will get what I expect to get.". This is further emphasized by another participant
who explains about #10: It takes less time on-site by installing with the delivery center. : -"I
can’t believe how nice it is to get everything delivered on-site in a box - where everything is
prepared and done. I find it very comforting to know that the process works - I can trust the
process and the processing done at the Delivery Center - and know that what is delivered to me
will be correct. I really think this saves time." The process oriented has a focus on the process as
such and wants to distinguish different tasks into separate steps. The same participant further
explains regarding #26 Delivery Center installation makes the installation more streamlined.: -"
As a Lead Installer I have previously had to keep an eye on the un-packing and other aspects
of the installation when everything is on-site. With the delivery center I can instead focus on
leading the important installation procedure on-site, while trusting the processes proceedings at
the delivery center.".
The Process oriented also believe in the professionalism and in customer trust, as described
by one of the participants. Further they think that these will be achieved by introducing clear
processes which standardize the work done. -"In order to organize ourselves and to become better
we need to have distinct delivery, un-packing, inventory, documentation work flows. This also
gives us an entirely new way to follow-up what we do and when." In terms of problem solving
the group does not think that the problems arise at the delivery center. They think that it is
good to have specialized competence present on-site, as they think that it is there where actual
problems arise. A participant elaborates: -"The major winning does not lie in troubleshooting
at the delivery center. The winning lies in that we can have highly competent personnel on-site
who can focus on the actual challenges that arise." The division of high-competence where they
do their best, whilst more junior FSEs can do more basic tasks is highly valued, and another
expression of the efficiency of the processes they strive after.

4.3

Factor 2: The Project Planner

The Project planner is a group that focuses on the projects and topics relating to the planning of
them. This group has an affection for having an overview when multiple projects are on-going in
parallel. They think of the logistics surrounding the project, and assess the need of transportation
on a project-to-project basis. They want to take in all aspects relating to a specific customer. In
this study the Project Planner group consists of two more junior FSEs and the SDM. A common
ground all these participants have with each other is that they are involved in the projects. The
two more junior FSEs are in a professional phase where growing their knowledge and experience
level is prioritized. The SDM on the other hand has the overall responsibility to make sure to
see all projects, and make sure that all resources are planned and distributed well on a project to
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project basis. The Project Planner can at first be hard to distinguish from the process-focused,
sharing certain opinions. However, there is a difference among these. The Process oriented see to
the processes, what different steps exists and how one can optimize those. The Project Planner
on the hand does not look at the processes as such, but rather focuses on the premises relating
to specific customers and their projects.
As mentioned above, this group is aware of the transport logistics. A comment regarding
statement #11 Transportation logistics makes the delivery center installation procedure easier.
sounds: -" I do not think it is always suitable to use the delivery center - in smaller projects
with only two monitors I think it is overkill, and would not provide extra benefit for us [referring
to Philips, editor’s note] or the customers. Further, the overview aspect of different projects is
highlighted. Regarding #22 It is easy to get an overview of multiple projects in going in parallel
when doing it at an delivery center.: another participant said: -" I see a great benefit from having
a DC when it comes to the overview, and specifically the competence. A competent and senior
FSE can be at the DC and have an overview, and work on in parallel in multiple projects. If a
senior FSE is on-site at one project, he can only focus on one project at a time."
The Project planners tend to be pragmatic and to consider that the recycling per se cannot
be said to be easier or harder with the DC. #3 Recycling is easier to do at a delivery center
compared to on-site.. A comment regarding statement #3: -" I don’t think you can say that the
recycling always would be easier at the delivery center. It really depends on the customer. Sometimes I would say it is easier to handle at a hospital, as they have good premises, or even that
the Biomedical engineers [Swedish: Medicinteknisk ingenjör. I.e. staff working at the biomedical
engineering department of the hospital, editor’s note] do it for you, which of course is more
convenient than you doing it yourself. Other times however it is far easier if you could have done
it at the DC since you are forced to work in a corridor or something similar in an inconvenient
way". Further, another participant elaborates: "... I know it can be a lot of packaging material
that need to be handled. At a DC we are responsible for it and know that we can do it in a
controlled way - whilst you never know how it is at the customer".

4.4

Factor 3: The Worker

Factor 3, "The Worker", is a group who focuses on the worker. The group is characterized by
its prioritization of the person working and the work environment surrounding. Regarding #8
Having a delivery center makes it easier to have a good work/life-balance. A participant explains
the benefit of being able to spend free time at home while working at a DC, and thereby reducing
the number days at hotels. The following comment was expressed when asked to elaborate about
general benefits with the DC: - "You get to work as a team. Very often otherwise you work as
a lone wolf on project to project. I think it’s great that when working at the Delivery Center
you have colleagues to be with.". This emphasizes the focus The Worker has when it comes to
the employees and the social aspects the delivery center enables. Further, regarding #9 There
is less time spent on traveling by having a delivery center. The participant said: - "I think it
is a no-brainer that less time is spent on traveling. And it is a benefit not only for me, but
I think it saves a lot of money for the company as well.". This shows again how The Worker
sees many of the statement from their own eyes, rather than the other two groups who have a
process and project focus. Notably "The Worker" disagrees on #5 It is easier to get an overview
of a large installation project by installing it with a delivery center.: Which is exemplified: - "I
don’t think I get a better overview with the delivery center. I am used to have control myself,
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and take a pride in solving problems my own way - and I think many other of my colleagues
do so too. I appreciate knowing where all the things are, and I enjoy doing things in the order
I feel is the best on a project-to-project basis. Maybe it’s just my need of having control that
kicks in.". Although the group is positive regarding the DC in general, the following comment
was addressed on the topic: - "How will the joy and work-willingness be at the DC in the long
run? I can’t imagine standing doing a single task for a full week. I think in that case that there
should be a rolling schedule so that FSEs on a regular basis can come out and work on the field
as well". With that said, they have not shown tendencies to be negative to the processes or the
DC in general, or the project management as such.
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This chapter includes a discussion about the chosen methodology. It will discuss the execution
of the project, alternatives and possible adaptions for future reference. It will also discuss the
derived results and relating matter. It also comprises a final section concluding the project.

5.1

Methodology

The background section of this report covers three main topics with the purpose to highlight and
bring clarity to the patient monitoring area. Although patient monitoring is widely used across
the globe, the availability of general (academic) literature on the topic was found to be surprisingly sparse. The main advantage however lies in the availability of proper documents from
Philips which have greatly benefited the understanding of the specific processes and procedures
studied. The aim of the literature study was to discuss different products and their peculiarities
(i.e. the difference in configuration needs, the size of the product etc.). By doing this, it was
aimed to bring a context to the subject matter. Although both Philips internal sources and
external sources were used, there is a risk that some aspects relevant to the topic were not found
and included.
It was already known early in this project that the sample size (i.e. the number of potential
participants) would be limited to those involved in the DC project at NKS, whereof everyone
should have experience of ordinary installations as well. This led to the conclusion that extensive quantitative data collection would be impossible. Similar studies utilizing Q-Methodology
has been performed in a similar manner, and such studies have shown that Q-Methodology is
reliable [36]. The introduction of Q-Methodology as a way to provide quantitative data from a
relatively small sample set, with the addition of qualitative aspects lied as a ground for choosing
this methodology.
Purely qualitative interviews could have been an option. However, that would have implied
drawbacks such as a time-consuming framework, which given the time limitations of the project
would not have been ideal. Additionally conventional interviews do not provide the same possibility to divide participants into groups based on their opinions in a structured way. When
performing conventional interviews patterns and connections could easily have been over-passed.
However, conventional interviews could have provided more qualitative data through a more
thorough data acquisition, including in-depth explanations of all interviewees. It is possible that
similar patterns the Q-Methodology is designed to reveal, would have been found with conventional interviews. However, literature describing the differences imply that this is not normally
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the case [36]. An extension to the study performed would have been to incorporate not only QMethodology, but to also develop and utilize a conventional interview data acquisition, in order
to cross-reference the results. Given the scope of this project and the time limitations present,
it would however have been unfeasible to do.
The development of a thorough concourse is imperative for a well functioning Q-Methodology
study. It was very good that the author had the possibility to spend much time at the studied
DC, as well as together with FSEs throughout the project. This paved for a deep understanding
of the width of opinions and perspectives available among the PCMS group of employees. However, no one in the PCMS group was fully aware of what to share, and there is a chance that
some thoughts and opinions were foreseen and thereby not included in the concourse. Further,
when the Q-set was chosen based on the concourse - there is a risk that not all relevant aspects
were actually included in the statements. Although this might have been the case, the participants were given the possibility to add their thoughts, ideas and opinions after the Q-Sort which
indicates that this should not be considered a big caveat.
Moreover, there is a risk that some of the words and phrasings used in the statements were
ambiguous and unclear. Efforts were made to reduce this risk - but as the Q-sorts were performed, it became obvious that some words were not as clear as initially thought. If one were
to perform this (or a similar) study again, further effort should be put into the validation of the
statements and their clarity. Examples of words that were not well defined or explained were
risk (relating to persons, time, economics?) and safety (safety of whom/what?). The openness
of these phrases however opened up for more perspectives and personal interpretations, which in
turn could be seen as an advantage.
The repeatability of this study is considered to be high as the data gathering would be easy to
repeat. Although the precisely same statements and areas would not be found, the general topic
would still be similar - as performing a Q-Methodology study with similar concourses is usually
considered to yield results in line with each other [36]. The accuracy of the data collected should
be seen for what it is. Q-Methodology aims to measure subjectivity from the participants "point
of view". Each representation of a persons rank-ordering in the Q-sort should be considered a
valid expression of their own opinion. Thereby validity and accuracy is considered to be achieved.

5.2

Results

The actual outcome of the NKS project has affected the outcome of this report - as it was the
first project for Philips in which the DC was used. The first major phase (Phase 4) of NKS
is (as of the writing of this text) in large finished. Looking back provides possibilities to actually evaluate the outcome of the NKS project. Much has been said regarding the NKS project,
and it could be claimed that the project has become the scapegoat of many issues found withing the health care in Stockholm (and Sweden) today. Although the project has been delayed in
many cases, finally it has opened, and thereby held its time lines approximately for the past year.
The installation of PME has not affected the opening of NKS. The plan was to have the
hospital with its infrastructure (mainly interesting for the installation of PME is the network) by
the hand-over from the constructor to the hospital in June 2016. However, delays in the set-up
of the network led to delays in the initiation of the PME. Even though the incorporation of
the DC did facilitate the handling of all equipment, the final installation and verification of the
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network infrastructure had to be delayed. Additionally there were changes of the configurations
multiple times, which lead to many additional hours on-site which normally would not have been
necessary. With these caveats mentioned, the installation of the PME at NKS has been perceived
good by the employees involved in the project. The planned man hours for the execution of the
projects have been in line with expectations.
Looking more specifically at the assessment of the DC there are many aspects to consider.
First of all, all Philips PCMS employees have described the DC in positive terms. During the
interviews some participants noted that they had a skepticism towards the concept before it
started. Moreover, there have been (and to some degree still exists) worries regarding the freedom to form their work as they like. Many of the FSEs have an appreciation of the autonomy
their profession entails. The worries have been that a DC incorporation would include more
controlling of their work.
This study has primarily assessed how different stakeholders related to the installation of
PME have perceived the new installation procedure with the help of a DC. The main finding
of this study is that there exist groupings among the stakeholder who all within their groups
share a common ground of opinions upon which they stand on. The groups have been shown to
be distinct from each other. The correlation between the groups is low, which is good as this
emphasizes their independence from each other. Additionally, the three groups have different
areas they treasure. The first group focuses on the process, the second on projects, whilst the
third highlights the workers perspective and related topics.
The Process oriented group (Factor 1) is a group of senior employees who highlights process
related topics, and prioritizes the process-steps before other aspects. The group consists of the
oldest employees among the groups. This implies a more experienced group than the others. A
danger among such a group could be that they are seen as stubborn in their opinions, and that
they consider themselves to know the best. On the other hand, their long-time experience can
also be a benefit, as hopefully more experience means that many mistakes already have been
made, and that these people have learned their lessons along the way. Moreover, the Process
oriented group wants the entire process to be as streamlined as possible. As they strive for
process efficiency, one should listen to their ideas and let them provide suggestions of improvement of the processes. Their lack of focus on the work environment can be worth to keep in
mind. By letting them think about how to include the value of a good work environment into
the processes, synergies can be found. The Process oriented group does not seem to have a need
to (at all times) get an overview of entire projects, but rather is fine with knowing that they in
one way or another is a part of a larger system, and that trusting in the system is necessary as
specializations become more important.
The Project planner (Factor 2) consists of a somewhat mixed background. Two of them are
junior FSEs whilst the third is the SDM. The common ground they seem to share lies in their
project (planning) focus. A strength with these persons lies in their loyalty and focus on the
customer. They can ensure the customer and the customers perspective will not be forgotten.
When it comes to FSEs in this group a suggestion that would likely benefit both the manufacturer, the other employees as well as the customer would be to assign these to a communicative
role to maintain information flow between stakeholder. On the other hand that is more of a role
the PM should hold - and these results did not show that (the only) PM would have the strongest
sympathies with this view. A challenge that could possibly rise up with the Project Planners is
their willingness to adapt project specific procedures based on a project-to-project basis. This
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goes in a contrary direction comparing to the "Process oriented", who are aiming more at the
standardization of the processes and procedures. It might be necessary to convince the project
planner of the benefits (for the customer and all projects at large) that standardized procedure
with less room for adaption could make the installation procedures more efficient.
In this study The Worker group only has one person with a loading high enough to be assigned the factor. An analysis of this group is therefore harder than for the other two groups.
The views represented should however be relevant and in some extent applicable in a larger
perspective reaching beyond the only person. Looking at the characteristics of this group it can
be seen that there is an affection towards the more local and employee-related matters. As many
companies claim that their employees are their strongest assets - this group should be kept in
mind when thinking about the future of a DC. The focus within this group lies in all the benefits
a DC implies. The possibility to spend more time at home, reach a work-life-balance, and have
less traveling are only some aspects which really will make the Worker enjoy the benefits of a
DC. On the contrary, the Worker group is more focused on their autonomy and their ability to
solve problems in their own way. If a DC forces strictly controlled (and optimized) processes, this
could possibly make the Worker feel smothered. This could be handled by partly highlighting the
benefits the DC entails, whilst at the same time making sure that the Worker has possibilities
to (within given frameworks) have room for creative problem solving.
The three groups found in this study all have their own peculiarities. One way to analyze
the groups is from how broad their perspective is. The Process oriented could be seen to have
the broadest perspective. Such broad perspective is more abstract and likely applicable for other
purposes as well. A slightly narrower perspective can be seen among the Project planners. The
narrowest perspective is represented by the Workers with a main focus being on a one personlevel. From a streamlining, efficiency and utilization of resources perspective would it likely be
best to "only" listen to the process oriented, as these might guide towards the most sought after
advantages wanted by the design of the DC. However, the two other groups also hold valuable
perspectives and views necessary to make a future DC as good as possible. By incorporating the
perspectives and ideas by all groups all important aspects considered regarding the DC could be
improved. With this said it should however be noted that all participants, no matter what factor
they belong to, use positive terms to describe their view on the DC installation procedure.
There is of course a significant cost involved in having a DC. Costs involved in this includes
rent of a suitable office space (warehouse), the additional cost needed to hire at least one logistics
responsible who receives all goods, keep track of inbound and outbound goods etc. Additionally
it is likely that there is need of additional staff for the coordination of the projects and FSEs, that
the PMs cannot do fully. Possibly there is also a need of a site manager, although this cost could
be possible to share not only with the service part of PCMS, but also the external education
section (Nordic Education), bench repair of PME and the CASs of Philips. The possibilities to
incorporate the benefit a DC into billing towards customers should be considered. For example
do new conditions rise up when a biomedical engineering department does not need to handle any
of the unpacking etc. they would have to do otherwise. The convenience of not having to allocate
resources to manage FSEs could also be considered when setting the price for the installation of
projects. However, according to some statements made during the interviews, there is a problem
in the sales of PME today, as often the installation costs are included in the sales. The influence
of the introduction of a DC for this dynamics is beyond the scope of this report - but the aspects
mentioned are likely to influence. What is more interesting is to see what value is provided by the
DC that is not directly related to the economics. One of those aspects is the work-life balance.
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For those living close to the DC there will be less time spent out on the field traveling, and more
time could be spent home, thereby indicating a better work-life balance. However, some FSE
states in the interviews that they appreciate the traveling included, and that it is one of the
reasons they work with what they do. Another participant said that the DC did not facilitate
a work-life balance, but rather made it worse. This was explained by that a warehouse will
never stop you from working, whilst at customers the departments will close at a certain time,
making it sometimes impossible to keep working. This indicates that there is a difference among
the participants what is prioritized, but also what is weaved into the concept of work-life balance.

Another aspects thought to be improved with the DC was the quality management. Those
in the Process oriented group stated that they think the quality management will improve with
the introduction of standardized procedures and better structure. Although this might be true,
the final outcome of providing a safe medical device which fulfills all regulatory requirements will
not change with the introduction of a DC. What it possibly could do is to facilitate the processes
needed, and thereby make the life of the employee easier, and potentially save time by that - but
not the quality management per se. Another aspect mentioned which could improve the quality
management would be traceability. Better structured processes and described steps could introduce and incorporate signatures and thereby a possibility to show e.g. regulatory authorities
and customers what was done by who and when. When conducting the interviews it was also
noted that there is a lack of unitary ground in what is meant with and included into quality
and quality management. Some of the participants interpreted it more towards professionalism,
customer trust and how the service experience is provided towards the customers, whilst others
focused on the device functional aspects, and additional comments said that they did not think
the quality management would be affected. The take-away message regarding quality management is to clearly define what is meant with it, and to then specify what actually possibly could
be an improvement to achieve with the help of a DC.

A part of this study covered the environmental aspects of the installation of PME. One part of
it was the ability to easier un-pack, recycle and in general handle the PME upon reception from
the factory. Some participants stated that they clearly see it is a benefit and a big improvement
comparing to when on-site. Many have also stated that although the installation might be easy
at one specific customer site who has good facilities, whilst next customer can be a nightmare
in terms of unpacking logistics. For example there might only be a very small trash or recycling
room that cannot handle the large amount of trash produced during the un-packing of PME. This
can therefore lead to unnecessary time spent on under-qualified tasks for FSEs. The advantage
of having a DC is that one will always know that the recycling can be handled in a controlled
way. Another environmental aspect covered by the participants is the transport emissions. In
most cases the incorporation of a DC will include more road-based transportation comparing to
delivering it directly from factory to customer. The trade-off of this should be evaluated, but
could be considered negligible, as is the environmental impact of travel of employees to and from
customers. However, another environmental aspects which should be further investigated would
be the re-use of packaging material. Most parts of the packaging-material is hardly affected
at all by the initial transport from factory to a site. With a full DC functioning, is should be
investigated if some of these packaging parts could be resent back to the factory for reuse, which
could lower the environmental impact, and should not be a major influencer of the workload for
staff working at the DC.
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Future Work

According to the results, there are indications and a common belief that the DC saves time.
Further investigation should be done in order to verify this. The development of a performance
indicator or metric/parameter could be useful, although the reliability of such an parameter
could be discussed. Likely there are very many variables influencing such metric. Due to this,
it will likely be hard to isolate and confirm what aspects influences to what degree. A way
to utilize the assumed time savings instead is to develop a platform and framework for all of
PCMS, including FSEs, PMs and potentially CAS. Such framework could be based on the results
provided in this report, incorporating the opinions of all participants. This could then be used
before every project to ask if the delivery center can be utilized in the upcoming, and if so,
to what extent. The incorporation and support of all stakeholders related to PCMS would be
essential for this to work. A part of such an framework would be some kind of lower threshold
when it is worth to use the DC. During the interviews many participants elaborated on this.
Some thought there is a lower limit, when the project is too small to use the DC, whilst others
saw the benefit of having it also for very small projects, mentioning the possibility that a FSE
would not have to travel to the customer at all. A common denominator for all participants
regarding some kind of (lower) threshold is that they think that "it depends". Thereby there are
strong indications that there indeed is a need for a common structure to discuss the possibility
to use a DC among all stakeholder of PCMS. Although a discussion and evaluation of a lower
threshold of when to utilize a DC is interesting for projects in Sweden, a question in the other
direction could be considered as well. Is there an upper limit where it would make sense to
have a DC? Is there a level where adaptions could or even should be incorporated at the factory
from the very beginning, and thereby by-pass the necessity and the advantages implied by a DC?
An option that has not been in primary focus of this report is an expansion of the DC to the
Nordics, or even Europe, but it could be an future option. According to the PM of the PCMS
NKS Project, Sweden has come far within the patient monitoring market comparing to other
countries such as the UK and Spain. In those countries, not to mention countries in other continents, they are still in the so called "box sales"-world of smaller, less complex, systems. These
systems typically consists of few central stations and typically less than 50 monitors in total, including both telemetry and bedside monitors. This question has not been possible to investigate
deeply within the scope of this thesis - but would be interesting and relevant to consider in the
future. Such a solution, depending on how flexible it would be, could also benefit from synergies
not possible at a national level, such as facility costs. Also, the competence and knowledge of
staff is higher at the factory where the products are developed and manufactured, which in turn
would be a benefit from a quality management and regulatory perspective. However, as covered
above, not all markets are ready for such services that are suggested by a DC. On the other
hand this could lead to a significantly lowered threshold to introduce such a service when the
market starts to go towards larger systems. Initial challenges with such a solution could be the
work needed by the PM to coordinate customer, factory and necessary resources internally in
the country where it acts.
Bringing all aspects together regarding the DC, it could be asked if the DC really should
be called a Delivery Center. This might mentally lock down the possibilities enabled by what
it actually is, or rather, could be. The introduction of a office space which can hold a stock,
has equipment needed for testing, verification and further processing of PME is really powerful.
Additionally much competence around the products can be concentrated to this space. What
could be enabled by such combination is something that rather could be called a control center,
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or perhaps a service center. It could be a place sometimes used a the delivery center described
in this project, but also, depending on projects and the general situation of PCMS could be a
service platform possible to adapt according to customer needs, and thereby increase professionalism, customer trust and efficiency. If one tries to look even further beyond the world of PME
it can be interesting to see what could be abstracted from the specific studied case into more
general health care logistical areas as well. One of the core assumptions and areas where the
benefit of the delivery center really stands out is the large number of items handled, especially for
larger projects. Whilst the installation of a MRI-scanner for obvious reasons is a very complex
task that need much coordination, it still does not have the same challenges seen by PCMS due
to the difference in the amount of objects handled. FSEs of other areas of medical equipment
(Imaging systems primarily) has very similar work conditions comparing to FSEs active in the
PME area. However, the bare nature of the (amount of) products makes the DC installation
procedure obsolete from the very beginning. There is probably few products of such amount and
complexity involved within the health care sector that compares to PME. Therefore it is likely
that the concept as such will be uniquely applicable for these kinds of products.

5.4

Conclusion

This study has shown that all involved persons to the DC installation procedure are positive to
it. Although significant differences has been shown within the studied group, a positive attitude
towards the concept of the DC has been found. The quality management has been perceived
variously, but with a predominance among the participants leaning towards improvement. Environmentally the DC is considered to be more environmentally-friendly. The work environment
seems to become better with the help of a DC, although some participants are not fully convinced
about the benefits it entails. The efficiency and utilization of resources is believed to improve and
there is a belief that it has potential to become even better with further development of a new DC.
This study has also shown that within the participants of this study there exists three distinct
groupings of opinions. The groups respectively focuses on the processes, the project planning
and on the work environment. These groupings has shown to have their own characteristics
and understanding them and taking them into consideration can likely make all participant even
more positive towards a developed DC, and also make it even more efficient.
The results of this report shows that from the perspective of the involved stakeholders a
future DC should be kept, and it has also shown a number of areas where there is room for
improvement.
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SORTS
User1
User2
User3
User4
User5
User6
User7
User8
User9

1
100
24
-15
31
15
33
32
11
10

2
24
100
2
-1
15
15
15
14
25

3
-15
2
100
29
28
47
13
30
26

4
31
-1
29
100
24
19
38
19
11

5
15
15
28
24
100
28
-1
23
17

6
33
15
47
19
28
100
22
-4
17

7
32
15
13
38
-1
22
100
49
21

8
11
14
30
19
23
-4
49
100
-2

9
10
25
26
11
17
17
21
-2
100

Table 1: Correlation matrix showing similarities between the participants.
Table 1 shows that only User3 and User6 have a notable similarity in their opinions with a
correlation of 47. The diagonal with a correlation of 100 indicates the participant himself. There
is also a negative correlation between User1 and User3 which indicates their dissimilarity (also
seen in the Results section regarding their factor loadings). Apart from those exceptions, there is
a good mixture which shows that all participants have their own opinions and have stated their
personal thoughts. Further, this shows that there is no universal alignment of opinions between
the participants which improves the reliability of the data, and the following analysis.
All participants have some opinion regarding the installation procedure - both the ordinary,
but also the Delivery Center. However, they all also have different perspectives on what is important, how it has worked, and thoughts on how it should be. As described in the methodology,
the Q-Methodology presents factors based on factor analysis. As can be seen in the bottom
part of the table, the corresponding Eigenvalues of the three identified factors are 2.0121, 0.8520
and 0.7992. As described in Section 3.2.3 on Data Analysis of Q Methodology, the calculated
eigenvalue of the factors should be ≥ 1 in order to be considered a factor, rather than just noise.
However, when there are few Factors (e.g. 3) a lower eigenvalue score is acceptable [30]. Table 2
also shows the factor loading prior to the varimax rotation.

Q-sorts
User1
User2
User3
User4
User5
User6
User7
User8
User9
Eigenvalues
% expl.Var.

1
0.4908
0.3072
0.6050
0.4666
0.4036
0.5112
0.6154
0.4135
0.3451

FACTORS
2
0.3163
−0.0744
−0.5119
0.1580
−0.1579
−0.2499
0.5124
0.2377
−0.2302

3
−0.5319
−0.2984
0.5282
0.0585
−0.0439
−0.1194
0.1586
0.3147
−0.0664

2.0121
22

0.8520
9

0.7992
9

Table 2: Unrotated factor matrix with Eigenvalues
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

References

Statement
The safety of patient monitors is higher when prepared at the delivery
center.
By installing via the delivery center the installation process was more
environmentally friendly.
Recycling is easier to do at a delivery center compared to on-site.
The patient safety will be higher when patient monitors are prepared
on-site.
It is easier to get an overview of a large installation project by installing
it with a delivery center.
By installation through delivery center there is better availability of competence/knowledge of the products.
By installing with the help of a delivery center there has been a greater
feeling of freedom throughout the project.
Having a delivery center makes it easier to have a good work/life-balance.
There is less time spent on travelling by having a delivery center.
It takes less time on-site by installing with the delivery center.
Transportation logistics makes the delivery center installation procedure
easier.
Preparing products before being on-site saves time.
Thanks to the delivery center less time is spent on troubleshooting.
It is easier to fulfill regulatory requirements when not installing at
customer-site.
Unpacking of equipment is done faster when at a delivery center compared to customer site.
Having a delivery center is more professional than to perform the entire
installation at customer site.
Installing with the help of a delivery center is suitable for most projects.
Installing with a delivery center is economically beneficial.
Problem solving/troubleshooting is harder when the project is not located in the same place.
Quality management is easier to maintain when projects can be prepared
at a delivery center.
There are less risks involved with a delivery center.
It is easy to get an overview of multiple projects in going in parallel when
doing it at an delivery center.
It is easier to work efficiently at a delivery center since no health care
professionals disturb during installation.
A delivery center installation method is only suitable for large projects.
It is a benefit for the customer (hospitals) to install with the support of
a delivery center.
Delivery center installation makes the installation more streamlined.
The distribution of competence/knowledge and tasks performed is better
when installing with a delivery center.
It is safer for FSEs to perform work at a delivery center than on-site.
<Picture> The picture above represents the delivery center installation
process accurately.
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0
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2
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−1
−1

1

−3

1

−2
2

−1
−2

0
−2

−2

0

−1

0

0
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2
1
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1
1
−1
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2
2
−1
0
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1
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0
1
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0

0
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1

0
0
1

3
1
0

−1

0

−1

0
−1

0
2

−1
1

−3

−2

−2

0
0

3
1

1
0

2
−1

−1
−2

1
0

1
0

2
0

2
0

Table 3: All statements used in the study along with the different factors Q-Sort values
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